
Woman of the Cloth
Faith and fashion --- mutually exclusive?
One woman thinks not. By Cheryl Alkon

glorify cultivating a
sense of style. With that
goal in mind, Neill
agrees to assess my
closet, which is
brimming with
turtleneck sweaters and
big-shouldered suits.
"We could funk you up a
little," she says, and digs
in. Three hours later, my
wardrobe is pared down
to slim-cut pants and
V-neck sweaters.
The ensembles Neill
picks out seem a little
too form-fitting, but she

IF CLEANLINESS IS NEXT
to godliness, Emily Neill
is on her way to
sainthood. She overhauls
wardrobes for a living,
helping people toss the
schlock and buy better-
quality clothes.
But Neill also has a
higher cause: She's a
religion scholar pursuing

fledgling shopping,
steering her towards
flattering clothes and
away from frumpy ones.

Neill, who has a master's
degree in religion, was
raised in a family of
"educational snobs" and
feared her interest in
fashion was frivolous.
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a Ph.D.
in feminist theory at
Harvard Divinity School.
"You might say I've
found my religious
calling and clothes are
my medium," deadpans
the Brookline resident,
who call her business
Closet Smarts
(617-797-4079 or
www.closetsmarts.com).

For $300, Neill makes a
house call to identify
what looks good on her
clients. She then takes
her fashion

"I felt guilty about it at
first," she says. But
Neill's Harvard buddies
converted her: "My
feminist scholar friends
were the most
enthusiastic about my
fashion sense," she says.
"There was a real
demand for this kind of
service."

Now business is
booming --- thanks,
perhaps, to shows like
Queer Eye for the
Straight Guy, which

disagrees. "This is what
clothes
are supposed to look like
when they fit,"
she assures me.

Despite her focus on
outer, rather than inner,
beauty, Neill says she's
not renouncing her
religious study. She's
just putting her own
twist on it. "Instead of
starting with the soul
and working outwards,"
she says,
"I start with the clothes
and work back in."
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